
APPROVED 

3/1/14 Special Select Board Meeting Municipal Building, 9:00 am 

 

Present:  David Strong, Karl Bissex, Bram Towbin, Alice Merrill, Jade Walker, Sarah  

                  Lowry  

Agenda:  Discuss yearly contract for PTHOH manager/events coordinator 

                  Review Town requirements for sub-contractors 

     Develop ideas for an advisory board for PTHOH 

                  Review questionnaire for Town Meeting 

                  Review recent requests for use of facility 

 

David called the meeting to order at 9:10 am. 

He welcomed the new PTHOH management team (Jade and Sarah) and gave them 

the 2012 survey results from the town wide mailing on the use of Town Hall. 

 

Alice passed out liability insurance information, the town’s noise ordinance, and the 

current town hall policies.  Jade and Sarah will meet with Town Clerk to discuss 

personal liability.  

 

Karl talked about the concert he plans to hold at the facility on 3/28. 

 

David reviewed the status of the PTHOH to date.  Bram made a motion to have 

Sandy Vitzthum (local architect involved with the project) appeal the requirement 

for an additional fire exit on grade on the west side of the main hall.  David 

seconded; motion passed, 3-0. 

 

Bram brought up the idea of figuring a percentage of the door for Sarah and Jade to 

pay them for work they would do before the beginning of the next fiscal year.  David 

brought up the issue of fund raising.  

 

Jade and Sarah went through a list of their concerns: 

1. Access to facility and parking  

2. Finishing the construction 

3. Liquor license 

4. Concessions/kitchen 

5. Networking 

 

The Board responded: 

1. The short-term solution to access is cones and vests on US 2; for parking, the 

Board will work on a agreements with the merchants on US 2 for after hours 

performance parking.  The Board will develop clear guidelines for both. 

2. The lower level construction, including the kitchen, should be complete by 

7/1.  The fire exit issue should be resolved by then as well. 

3. The logistics of serving alcohol:  manager would contact a local business that 

has a state permit and have them apply to the Town for a catering permit for 



events at the facility.  In the past, Town policy allowed private parties to 

serve a limited amount of alcohol.   

4. Discussion about how concessions/kitchen might generate income:  Jade and 

Sarah will explore this-Board is open to the idea, with the understanding that 

the kitchen is not commercial grade. 

5. Discussion about what type of advice/information Jade and Sarah need as 

they proceed during the first year:  The Board supported their idea of 

gathering community input as they plan events, keeping in mind that a 

certain amount of revenue (in accordance with the PTHOH Management 

Plan) must be generated.  They would like to revise the policy for use of the 

facility, including rental rates.  They suggested a 6-month review and 

evaluation. 

 

The Board will introduce Jade at Town Meeting.   Alice will work with Jade and 

Sarah on a questionnaire for Town Meeting. 

 

Jade, Karl, Keith Swann, and Ben Matchstick plan to meet at the facility on 3/21 to 

evaluate the lights and sound system. 

 

Alice will arrange a meeting with Jade, Karl, Mary Niebling, and Morgan Irons to 

devise new rental fees/policies. 

 

David left at 10:30 am. 

 

10:35 am Bram made a motion to adjourn, Alice seconded.  Motion passed, 2-0. 

 

 

Minutes-Alice Merrill 

 

 


